and C(1) = C. We now define C(n), for all n > 1, as the set of hereditary partial effective functionals (HPEF) of integer type n, by induction on n, using a set C(n 5) of maps from C(n-1) to C(n) (functions of "intermediate" type). The maps in C(n) go from C(n-1) to C(n-'". The coding <, > is extended to higher types in one of the several possible ways (see 3.3).
)xy g(x, y) is the map <x, y> -g(x, y). In [6] the functions in C(n.5) were assumed to be partial. In view of Theorem 3.8 below, this does not make much difference, for each C(n),n > 0, contains an undefined (least) element.
DEFINITION (HPEF). (i) Let :C(n 1) + (n)
Fix now a canonical (acceptable) Gddel-numbering 01: o0) -C. Let TC be the total computable functions. Effective operations are defined in [7] (see also [4] and [5] at type 2).
COROLLARY. T E C(2) T is an effective operation.
PROOF. =-. By the Myhill-Shepherdson theorem [7] , Corollary 1.3 proves that C(2) is the set of computable and continuous operators (the recursive operators) from C to C, when C is given the Scott topology (see [9] and ?2 below).
T ?1(n)(m)
Thus, up to type two, everything is fine and easy. One gets exactly the classical recursive operators.
As for the higher types, the key structural property of the HPEF is the following (see ?3 for a proof): The HPEF were first defined in [6] , where (1) was conjectured. The proof of (1) will be given by proving first another strong property of the HPEF. Namely, for all n E co, the functions in C(n.5) and c(n) are "continuous", in the usual sense (see [ Given a poset (X, <) and x, y E X we write xT y for 3z E Xx < z A y < z, i.e. x and y are compatible. HA is the least upper bound of A, if it exists.
2.1. DEFINITION. Let (X, <) be a poset and X0 c X. Then (X, X0, <) is an f-space iff:
(1) Vx X 3xo E X0x0 < x, Let X = (X, X0, vo, < ) be an effective f-space, where vo: l -) X0 is a numbering of the base X0. Set X, = {x E X/{n/v0(n) < x} is r.e.} (X, is the set of computable elements in X). A c w is an ideal (with respect to X) if {vo(n)/n E A} is an ideal in X0 (i.e. it is a directed set downward closed). X is complete over r.e. ideals (or effectively complete) if, for any r.e. ideal W c w, L {v0(n)/n E W} exists in X. To check this we only need to define, for all n ? 1, a one-one (onto) coding of pairs, which actually goes from C(n) x C(n) to c(n). For C x C, say, one cannot use <, > on o x w, for partial maps cause some problems. 1 and f, g E C(n) define <f, g>(x) = <f(x), g(x) >.
By the following lemma and Theorem 3.8, these codings will do the job. As a matter of fact, the proof of Theorem 3.8 (Main Theorem) is by combined induction. To make it readable we distilled the inductive step in several lemmas. Here is the first. (1) holds for n = 1, 2, by 1.2 and 1.3; (2) holds for n = 1, by  3.3; (3) holds for n = 1, by 3.5, by (1) for n = 1,2 and (2) for n = 1; and (4) holds for  n= 1, by 3.6, by (1) for n= 1, 2 and 2.11 .
Let n > 1. Assume now that (2), (3), (4) hold for n and that (1) holds for n and n + 1. Then one has (1)' (C(n + 1) E(n + 1) and) C(n + 2) = E(n + 2) by 3.7 and the inductive hypothesis on Note that one may be willing to deal directly with the pure types. In this case use Remark 3.12: the analogues of the results in this section hold by the same arguments.
(ii Nte ha G~) (n)
In an (n) cCEWn (M(n) cE(n) and M(n) cE(n) cE(n)),
(ii) Note that G CE ) and ( c CE~ C ~ n C ~ but G(n) and G(n) (M(n) and M(n)) need not be related by "c ". Actually one even has that G(n) r CE(n) = G(n) holds only for n = 1, since G(2) r) CE(2) G(2) and at higher types.. . we are lost (similarly for M(n)). In all cases, Definition 1.1, essentially because of the generalization of the notion of relative (Gddel-)numbering it is based on (the intermediate types C(n.5)), seems a strong and natural way for inheriting at higher types properties of classes of number theoretic functions.
The main fall-out the authors had, so far, from this approach to effective typed structures is the relation they bear to type-free models of computability. As a matter of fact, in Cartesian closed categories principal (relative) numberings (morphisms), plus two simple conditions, characterize models of combinatory logic. By this and by 3.10, Vn > 0 C(n) yields one such model [in preparation].
